Market Commentary
Mercator Monthly Market Watch

What happened in August?

August 2017 will be remembered for quite some time; unfortunately for mostly dis‐
tressing events and disasters.
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Hurricane Harvey battered U.S. coastal cities in Texas, with Houston suffering
loss of life and significant property damage due to flooding.


U.S. oil refineries in the area were closed, and gas prices have risen dramati‐


A post‐hurricane boom could occur as re‐building efforts may produce addi‐
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from their Federal government and insurance payouts.


The Canadian equivalent to Harvey is the wildfire situation in British Columbia,
devastating for those directly affected. Thankfully that number is relatively small
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Internationally, the discourse from President Trump regarding North Korean nu‐


NAFTA renegotiations began in earnest and could have a damaging effect on Cana‐
dian exporters; as well
as American firms.
The markets themselves and
the Canadian dollar were rela‐
tively muted for the month,
with TSX, S&P 500 and the Dow
performing well, and with the
NASDAQ and gold jumping up.
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What’s ahead for September and beyond?

Investor concern regarding the strengthening Canadian dollar is increasing.

Investors with unhedged U.S. dollar

holdings have seen nearly 8% of their gain eliminated by foreign exchange losses.


Most Canadians hold the majority of their retirement savings in Canadian dollars, so this news will have a mini‐
mal impact for most.


If an investor has significant holdings in a foreign currency, purchasing a fund that is hedged against currency
changes or hedging themselves are options that their advisor can provide them.


Long‐term investors have had their U.S. holdings boosted since the Canadian dollar is weaker than it was 5
years ago. The recent run‐up in 2017 is only about 4 months old.
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